
MODULE 2 ART OF A GUTSY GIRL 

How can I make this fun, phenomenal, and rewarding?    

 

COURAGE BUILDING EXERCISE: 

 

So let’s take a moment to fully connect with her positive self-reflection.  Let’s take a moment to 

experience her joy in a way that you haven’t experienced it before.  When you are ready, gently close 

your eyes as we take a moment to rest in this space…… Notice of your breath.  Breath in.  ……hold 

briefly….Breath out…… hold briefly. … Breath in …hold briefly, …..Breath out.   As you sit 

comfortably with your feet pressed to the floor, sit quietly with the word joy,….to help you focus, you 

can let your mind imagine the word joy.  You can even imagine your daughter sitting in front of the 

mirror experiencing the joy of seeing her reflection in the mirror. As you sit here, what if any images 

come to mind?  What words come to mind which describe your feeling of joy?  Now, let’s put your 

attention onto the sensations that are occurring in your body as you sit with these images and words.  

What sensations are you feeling?  How would you describe these sensations? Would you describe these 

sensations as tingling?  Light? Balled up?  Heavy? How else would you describe these sensations?  

Continue to breath in…hold briefly…..  Breathe out….hold briefly…..  Breath in….hold briefly…...  

Breath out….  Now, let’s put your attention to your heart.  The heart is the central place in your body 

that is responsible for nourishing and fueling the rest of your body, both physically in the form of blood 

and emotionally in the form of love.  Imagine your blood being not only made up of red and white 

blood cells, but containing love cells as well.  And these love cells come to your heart to get replenished 

with love before getting pushed out to every cell in your body.  These love cells have all the love 

needed to boost your level of joy in this moment.  Let yourself feel the power of this love that pumps 

throughout your body and reaching your lungs, stomach, intestines, your legs, feet, toes, your 

shoulders, arms, wrists and fingertips.  Imagine your heart pumping strongly with each reliable beat, 

spreading this energized, nourishing love.  Continue to breath in…hold briefly…..  Breathe out….hold 

briefly…..  Breath in….hold briefly…...  Breath out….  And when you are ready, gently open your 

eyes.   

 


